
After eight miles of hiking we 
scrambled the last few feet to a high, 
rocky summit. As we stood there 
panting we realized our mistake. 
The swirling clouds revealed the true 
summit of Mount Daniel, farther 
along the rocky ridge that my friend 
and climbing partner Brett Purchase 
and I had been trudging up all 
afternoon.

Five separate rock spires stick 
out like turrets above the snow and 
glaciers on Mount Daniel, a broad 
massive peak at the head of the 
Cle Elum River Valley. The snowy 
mountain is at the crest of the 
Cascades. It’s the highest point in 
Kittitas and King counties. 

We had made a wrong turn and 
climbed up the east peak, but our 
goal was the west peak – the true 
summit. The west peak is just 60 
feet higher than the east peak, but 
getting there wouldn’t be easy. We 
would have to climb down hundreds 
of feet, and then traverse across a 
steep, loose slope then hike up a 
ridge to a plateau and scramble up 
the true summit at 7,960 feet. 
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TAKING IT IN
To me, the slightly lower high point on Mount 

Daniel was good enough. I was worn out and 
content to sit and admire the view. Besides, the 
real summit was much further west, and engulfed 
in clouds that hadn’t yet made it to our lower 
summit. I enjoyed the silence while we caught 
our breath, because I knew Brett would not be 
content without making it to the real summit. To 
be a successful climber, one must focus on the 
summit, even if it means rushing past gardens of 
wildflowers, stands of ancient trees, and smaller 
summits with better views. Brett is a successful 
climber. I lollygag and enjoy the views.

FIRST LOOK
We were beckoned to Mount Daniel after seeing 

it from Robin lakes, across the Cle Elum River 
valley, the summer before. The fact that there’s a 
snow- and glacier-free route up the mountain from 
the southeast ridge and that it’s the highest point in 
both Kittitas and King County further enticed us. 

We started the journey that morning at the 
Tucquala trailhead at the end of the Cle Elum 
River Road. While packing our overnight bags in 
the parking lot, Brett confessed that he forgot the 
tent poles. Luckily for us, the tent poles appeared 
behind a pile of other gear while we were debating 
whether to drive back to Ellensburg or go without 
the tent. With the the tent poles in tow, we started (509) 453-0701 • www.InlandPipeYakima.com
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up the dirt trail at 9 a.m.

Some people climb Mount Daniel in a 
day, an approximately 16-mile roundtrip 
with more than 4,500 feet of elevation 
gain. We opted for a more leisurely (and 
sane) approach. We planned to climb 
the mountain in the afternoon and then 
camp at Peggy’s Pond, an alpine lake at 
the foot of Mount Daniel. The hike 
starts with long switchbacks through 
mature forests. 

At 2.5 miles, we passed the emerald 
waters of Squaw Lake. It was late 
August. In the alpine meadows beyond 
Squaw Lake, the last of the deep purple 
lupine petals were falling off and fuzzy 
green seedpods were swelling in their 
place.   

In 4.5 miles we got to Cathedral 
Pass, a notch in a ridge directly below 
Cathedral Rock. A rough trail leads 
under the rocky slopes of Cathedral 
Rock to Peggy’s Pond. I didn’t expect 
much from the pond, but found it to 
be a gem of a lake in a beautiful setting. 

FAINT TRAIL
We rested, snacked and found a 

camp near the lake. After stashing 
our overnight gear we started up the 
southeast ridge of Mount Daniel, 
temporarily refreshed by lighter packs. 
As we hoped, the ridge was nearly snow-
free. A faint trail goes most of the way 
up the southeast ridge to the summit. 
It’s a simple hike except for a few short 
hands-on scrambles up boulders and 
steep faces. As we climbed the path 
through heather and snow patches, 
we passed the last stunted subalpine 
fir trees and the views opened up. 
Soon, my thoughts and emotions were 
reduced to awe at the scenery and a 
dull fatigue in my thighs as we labored 
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Brett Purchase looking through the summit register on top of Mount Daniel. 

Brett Purchase climbing up bare rock on the Mount Daniel’s southeast ridge. 
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up the unrelenting slopes.

I stole glances back the way we came, down the 
long ridge toward Peggy’s Pond, and Cathedral 
Rock’s stone faces. To the left, patchy snow ringed 
Circle Lake’s deep blue water. 

SO CLOSE
Despite the threatening clouds to the west, the 

views got better and better until we arrived at the 
wrong summit. Here we sat, so close to our goal, 
but on the wrong crest of rock. I absorbed all the 
colors and shapes of the Central Cascades and 
silently hoped Brett would also be content turn 
back after this false summit.

He broke the silence by asking if I was ready to 
keep going. I tried to think of an excuse.

Sensing my trepidation, he said, “We would be 
cheating ourselves to come this far and not make it 
to the actual summit.” 

Though my aching muscles protested, I knew 
I couldn’t convince him to turn around.

We got up and began moving again, first 
downhill and then back up.  We climbed down 
from the east peak and continued north along 
a high ridge between a glacier and an open 
slope. Here clouds enveloped us. Below the 
middle summit, a path lead across a steep slope 
of loose rock. Stepping in the wrong place sent 
rocks rolling like ball bearings down toward 
Venus Lake. Minutes later we were scrambling 
up volcanic rock to the true summit. 

We spent several silent moments in the wind 
atop the real summit of Mount 
Daniel, then headed down for 
food and sleep. The views were 
better at the false summit, but 
I found strength that I didn’t 
know I had on the way to 
the real highest point in 
Kittitas County. 
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Brett Purchase made quick work of the descent by glissading down a snowy slope. 


